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QUESTION 1

Which one of the following statements is true when different portletconfiguration parameters are required for different
instances of a portlet? 

A. Copies are created accessing the same content channel. 

B. The copied applications share the same URL. 

C. The manage portlet application is used to make copies. 

D. The portletconfiguration parameter is not associated with each instance of the portlet. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

Which of the following statementsabout URL mapping is true? 

A. A single portal page can have only one friendly URL. 

B. Friendly URLs do not have control over setting the language for a page. 

C. Users must have the Editor role for a page to create a URL mapping context on that page. 

D. Afriendly URL is a valid URL mapping context. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 3

Which one of the following statements is true regarding the XML configuration interface? 

A. The user requires the manager role on the virtual resource XML_ACCESS and the security administrator role on the
virtual resource PORTAL. 

B. The user requires the manager role on the virtual resource XML_ACCESS and the security user role on the virtual
resource PORTAL. 

C. The user requires the user role on the virtual resource XML_ACCESS and the security administrator role on the
virtual resource PORTAL. 

D. The user does not require the manager role on the virtual resource XML_ACCESS. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

Which of the following statements about setting wires on an IBM WebSphere Portal page is correct? 
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A. A wire can only be created from oneportlet to another portlet on the same page. 

B. A page can have source and target portlets wires configured automatically. 

C. Wires can be created between a source JSR 168 portlet and a target legacy IBM API portlet. 

D. Wires can be either public (available to all users) or private (available to a single user). 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Which of the following options is true of VMware technology with IBM WebSphere Portal 8.0? 

A. VMware can be used to mass-replicate identical operating systems installed and configured with WebSphere Portal. 

B. VMware can be replicated with WebSphere Portal with multiple profiles. 

C. WebSphere Portal cloning is not supported with VMware. 

D. VMware cannot be used to mass-replicate identical images because WebSphere Portal is tied to the host name. 

Correct Answer: A 
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